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Soulidifly Productions to launch new digital streaming TV network delivering
positive human stories to audiences worldwide
SoulVision.TV to offer 200+ hours of fresh content 24/7 accessible on leading
streaming platforms and mobile devices
Richmond, VA (Feb. 13, 2020) – Soulidifly Productions, a company with a mission to
produce meaningful, uplifting stories that are entertaining and beautifully told, has created
SoulVision.TV, a new digital streaming network with an emphasis on authentic and positive
human stories.
Launching on Valentine’s Day – Friday, February 14
– with over 200 hours of fresh content, SoulVision.TV will
be accessible from all leading streaming platforms – Apple
TV, Roku, Amazon Fire – and on all mobile platforms, tablets
and other devices including smart TVs and home
computers.
“We live in a 500-channel world, and all too often it’s the same thing: Crime TV. Drama
TV. Violence TV. Traditional TV has become so stressful,” said BK Fulton, founding CEO of
Soulidifly Productions and Chairman of SoulVision.TV. “We decided to create something different.
SoulVision.TV is a place to find positive, often untold, human stories accessible to anyone on the
planet.”
SoulVision.TV programming will offer long-form and short-form content including feature
films and movies, TV shows, news, interviews, cartoons and more. Stories of fame, heroism, love,
exploration and excellence align with Soulidifly’s mission to tell positive, uplifting stories of
multiethnic and multigenerational people across various life experiences and eras.
-- more --

The 200-plus hours of fresh content will include:
1. Eat.Sip.Social - our first original cooking show with a “Chef’s Table” component and a
“Food for the Rich” show - all hosted by Chef J. Ponder.
2. The Story of Ed - a film series about hope and
an authentic docu-drama focusing on a pastor's
fight with ALS.
3. Being 98 - authentic program about an elderly
friend helping another to get back something she
has lost.
4. Biorhythms - biographical talk show.
5. Small Biz Chat - Series featuring small business
advice with the leading advocate and advisor to
small businesses nationwide.
6. The Walkers - cartoon about a family dealing with
life and health care issues.
7. Movies - Love Dot Com, River Runs Red, Atone,
Troop 491 (will have over 300 titles)
8. Several Documentaries and Recorded Interviews - includes hip-hop legends and
survivors of death row telling their own stories.
9. Partnership with Several Film Festivals to bring new content.
10. Jammed - a short about a shooter turned faithful.
11. Tim Reid archive including shows like Legacy of a People
Tim Reid is the Vice Chairman of SoulVision.TV and he says that he “is excited about
bringing this new positive and fresh programming to the world.”
Audiences worldwide will be able to click into SoulVision.TV for the first time on Feb. 14.
Prior to the network going LIVE, Soulidifly Productions will present a SoulVision.TV
“Launch Celebration” on Thurs., Feb. 13, at the Virginia Museum of History & Culture in
Richmond. The evening of “Love, Laughter and Soul” will include a special performance by
acclaimed R&B singer/songwriter Cecily and also stars singer Carla Jackson, JJ Squire, vocalist
Imani Waters and local band Fillmore. Information on the launch event can be accessed here.
###

About Soulidifly Productions
Founded in 2017 in Richmond, Virginia, Soulidifly Productions produced or co-produced four
feature length films in its first year (2018), a milestone never before achieved in the independent film
industry. Through its films, books, SoulVision Magazine and SoulVision.TV network, Soulidifly tells the
stories of multiethnic and multigenerational people across various segments of life, experiences and
eras. Soulidifly’s films include: The Unity Ride (produced by Soulidifly Productions and Gunn’it
Productions with Unity Riders Jonathan Williams, Andre Block and Doug Minter); Hell on the Border
(written and directed by Wes Miller starring David Gyasi, Frank Grillo, Ron Perlman, Jaqueline Fleming
and Vernon Davis); Love Dot Com: The Social Experiment (written and directed by Charneice Fox and
produced by Soulidifly Productions and Straight No Chaser Media); River Runs Red (written and directed
by Wes Miller and starring Taye Diggs, John Cusack, George Lopez and Luke Hemsworth); Atone (written
and directed by Wes Miller and starring Jaqueline Fleming, Columbus Short and Robert Rusler); and 1
Angry Black Man (written and directed by Menelek Lumumba).
Soulidifly films have been official selections in over 15 film festivals and have earned several
awards including 2nd place at the Urban World Film Festival, the Oscar Micheaux Award for filmmaking,
and 1st Place in the LA Film Festival. Distributors for Soulidifly films include Cinedigm, Gravitas Ventures
and Lionsgate, among others.
Follow Soulidifly, along with its films, books, SoulVision Magazine and SoulVision.TV, on the web
at Soulidilfy.com and on Facebook (@SoulidiflyProductions), Instagram (@soulidiflyproductions), and
Twitter (@SoulidiflyFilms).

